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NEW QUESTION: 1
A solution designer has requested that several queues on a z/OS
queue manager be defined with index type set to message ID,
i.e., INDXTYPE(MSGID). Why would a designer use this setting?
A. It allows MQGET commands to have significantly improved
performance when gettingmessages by message ID.
B. It creates a permanent index of MSGIDs that are currently in
use for this queue.
C. The queue manager will keep an index of MSGIDs that have
already been used to make surethat the message ID is unique
when a new message is put.

D. It ensures that any new MSGIDs are unique as well as making
the retrieval of messagesbased on message ID more efficient.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

A
B
C
D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your customer using clustered Data ONTAP 8.1.2 recently had a
disk drive fail. They already swapped out the failed disk for a
replacement disk. They call you the next day explaining that
the disk is not showing up in the spare disk pool.
In this scenario, what are two reasons for this problem?
(Choose two.)
A. Autoassign is turned off, leaving the disk unassigned; the
customer needs to take ownership of the replaced disk before it
will show up as a spare disk.
B. The disk ID needs to be removed from the failed disk
registry before the disk will be seen as a spare.
C. Autoassign is set to on, but the disk shelves in the loop
are shared between a high-availability (HA) pair, causing the
disk to show up as unassigned.
D. The replacement disk drive needs to be manually un-failed
before the disk will show up as a spare.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A user frequently travels with a Windows laptop and connects to
several wireless networks.
At a new location, the user reports that the locally shared
printers are not available on the wireless connection. Which of
the following would be causing the issue?
A. Workgroup is disabled.
B. The location profile is set to public.
C. The proxy settings are misconfigured.
D. Remote assistance is not configured.
Answer: B
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